
AP CHEMISTRY Name: ___________________

                           Date: ___________   

Day 1 Review

Some basic things you hopefully remember from Chemistry class. Answer the best you can! 

Answers posted on my website. Not a grade, but you will have a quiz similar to this on Monday

1. How many sig figs does 0.003080 have? _____

2. Put .003080 into scientific notation: ______________________

3. How many sig figs does 20 students have? ______

4. Calculate the following using correct number of significant digits 310 / 0.0138 ___________

5. Convert 15.013 centimeters to inches (remember, 2.54cm = 1in)

6. Convert 4.180 leagues into cm (also remember, 12in=1ft, 5280ft=1mi, 3mi=1league)

Molecular Compounds Naming

Complete the Table… remember this use names like mono,… di… tri… etc

Formula Name

B6Si 1.

PI3 2.

ClO2 3.

SbBr3 4.

5. tetraphosphorus pentasulfide

6. heptasilicon octoxide

7. disilicon decabromide

8. methane

BINDER SECTION



Ionic Compound Naming

Fill in the Table. Use your periodic table for transition metal charges

Formula Name

9. mercuric chloride

10. chromic carbonate

11. manganous sulfite

12. cobalt (III) fluoride

13. calcium phosphite

14. ammonium acetate

15. Iron (II) bromide

16. Sodium phosphide

17.                   LiNO3

18.                   RbClO2

19.                   AlN

20.                   CrS

21.                   FeO

22.                   Fe2O3

23.                   KOH

24.                   CaSO4

Please review sig figs, conversions and naming before Monday as you will have a quiz then.

Also, if this review was not fun or something that you enjoyed in any regard, you might consider 

dropping this class unless you really need it for your college career. :)



Uncertainty in Measurements

accuracy - how close to true value
ex) balance can not be zeroed

precision - how close a series of measurements are
- determined by instrument

big graduated cylinder = low precision
small graduated cylinder = more precision

489 mL + 3 drops of water = 489 mL

(not significant)

Significant Digits (Signficant Figure)

- reporting precision of measurements
- only 1 digists can be estimated

ex) 400 is known, 80 is known, but 9 is estimated
489 mL

sig fig - any known digit plus 1 estimated digit

- non-zeros always count, zeros sometimes count



1) Decimal is Absent (not there)
- Ignore zeros on the RIGHT (Atlantic Zeros)
ex) 1,200,000 = 2 sig figs
ex) 48,890 = 4 s.f.

2) Decimal is Present (there)
- Ignore zeros on LEFT (Pacific Zeros)
ex) 0.00697 = 3 s.f.
ex) .0009060 = 4 s.f.
ex) 12.00 = 4 s.f.

3) Scientific Notation ... all digits are significant
ex) 6.60 x 10

4) Exact Number (counted or told "exact")
- infinite # of sig figs

ex) 13 eggs = infinite # sig figs
ex) 23 girls = infinite # s.f. (perfectly precise)
ex) 35,000 in crowd = 2 sig figs (estimate)
ex) 2.54 cm = 1 in (exact conversion) = infinite s.f.



Molecular Compound Naming

Binary Molecular Compounds






